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ABSTRACT 
In the present study, a computer program based on a molecular 
dynamics scheme has been developed for simulating fluid flow 
in nano- and micro- channels with roughness.  According to the 
previous studies of nanochannels flows, surface roughness has 
a great effect on the rheology of the flow. Therefore a more 
realistic surface roughness has been developed and its 
influence on the fluid flow has been investigated using 
Molecular Dynamics (MD) Simulation. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Studies of flow at nanosclae have attracted considerable 
attention with many important applications in nanofluidic 
devices, material science and biological systems. Compared 
with flow at conventional conditions, fluid flows at nanoscales 
have remarkable differences in hydrodynamic characteristics. 
The nanoscale flows are characterized by large surface-to-
volume ratios, so that the molecular interactions at fluid–solid 
interface become particularly important. For macroscopic 
flows, the no-slip or stick boundary condition has been well 
established in the continuum regime. However, as the length 
scale over which the fluid velocity changes approaches the slip 
length, the fluids can undergo slip at the wall–fluid interface 
and the standard assumptions of the classical continuum theory 
with a no-slip boundary condition can break down. 

The so-called slip boundary can be classified in various 
respects, e.g., fluids truly sliding over solid surfaces, apparent 
slip stemming from surface inhomogeneities, and complex 
interfacial effects with additional physics, etc. At various wall 

and fluid conditions, the behaviors of slip, no-slip, and 
multilayer locking have been observed [1]. 

Molecular dynamic (MD) method, a viable approach for 
investigation of the flow physics in nanoscale flows, 
distinguishes itself from other simulation methods by providing 
atomistic level direct numerical experiments that enable 
simulations with various physical conditions. Therefore, MD 
method can potentially address issues such as solid-fluid 
interfaces and interactions arising in the nanoscale regime. 
From a theoretical point of view, the parameters controlling the 
degree of slip are still largely unknown.  Previous experimental 
studies have shown that the boundary slip is highly affected by 
the solid-fluid interaction energy or the wetting surface and the 
surface roughness [2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9]. Other numerical 
simulations also indicate that the boundary slip on the solid-
fluid interface is mainly a function of the wall-fluid interaction 
strength, fluid/wall density and shear rate. [10 ,11]. Molecular 
Dynamics simulation of pressure driven flow in a nanochannel 
by Nagayama and Cheng revealed that the fluid behavior at the 
solid–liquid interface depends on the interface wettability and 
the magnitude of the driving force. [12] 

The boundary conditions considered in most literatures are 
regarded as smooth surface. In practice, few surfaces are 
smooth for actual nanofluidic systems. As long as the 
characteristic length of the surface roughness is in the order of 
molecular structure, the effects of surface roughness on the 
rheology and fluid slip become important and a significant 
interfacial phenomena factor [13]. A rough wall can be 
intentionally fabricated with elements mounted on or grooves 
indented in solid surfaces. A few previous studies dealt with the 
effects of surface obstacles or grooves in nanoscale flows, e.g., 
Couette flow [14], electro-osmotic flow [15,16] and Poiseuille 
flow in which the flow behavior and slip length were examined 
[17]. In these cases, the roughness elements considered were of 
several σ (molecular length scale) in height and width. Both 
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roughness and cavitations are fundamental elements on a rough 
channel surface. In macroscopic flow, no divisions have been 
made between them. However, in micro channel flow, some 
difference has been reported on the flow friction between 
roughness and cavitations [18,19]. This rarely studied case was 
investigated in electro-osmotic flow [20] and Lennard-Jones 
fluid Poiseuille flow [21]. 

In all previous studies, roughness of the wall was modeled 
with periodic organized nanostrips of obstacle or grooves, 
while in the real world, the roughness of the nanochannel walls 
is comprised of random obstacle and grooves in the wall, 
rather than sequential well-arranged nanostrips which is 
mainly because of the methods used in fabricating 
nanochannel. Regardless of the different techniques employed 
in making the nanochannel, they all bear random surface 
roughness with different roughness amplitude. The summary of 
various surface roughness can be found in [22,23]. 

The purpose of this paper is to examine the effects of different 
wall factors on the fluid flow in a nanochannel by MD 
simulation. In this study two different rough surface were 
modeled, namely the organized and disorganized roughness. In 
addition, the flow is allowed to slip on the solid surface with 
altering the amount of wall/fluid interaction and the effect of 
surface roughness is investigated. 

 
SIMULATION METHOD 

Molecular dynamics simulation consists of the numerical, 
step by step, solution of the classical equations of motion, 
which for a simple atomic system may be written as: 
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Where ir&&  is the acceleration of particle i, and V is of the 
form V=V(rN) where rN=(r1,r2,r3,…,rN) represents the complete 
set of 3N atomic coordinates. There is an extensive literature to 
determine the governing intermolecular potential 
experimentally or model theoretically. The most famous 
pairwise potential widely used is Lennard-Jones 6-12: 
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Where σ is molecular diameter and ε is the well depth of 
potential function. 

The simulation is performed in a 3D channel undergoing 
poiseuille flow. The fluid is confined to flow between two solid 
planar walls parallel to xy plane. The upper solid surface is 
smooth while the bottom wall is decorated with various 
roughness atoms to account for simulation of different wall 
roughnesses. Figure 1 shows the configuration of the 
simulation system with smooth wall. For interatomic 
interactions the Lennard-Jones 12-6 potential was employed. 
The form of this potential is introduced in equation (2) and the 
interaction force between a pair is given by (3): 
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Fig.1: 3D snapshot of very early simulation of Poiseuille flow 
(smooth wall) 

 
A Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential with energy scales of εwf is 

also used for interactions between wall and fluid atoms. To 
reduce the computational cost, VLJ is truncated at rc=2.5σ. The 
fluid temperature is initially set to kBT/ε=1.1 and the density is 
fixed at ρσ3=0.8 which correspond to the liquid state of argon 
[24]. Liquid argon is allowed to flow in hydrophobic and 
hydrophilic nanochannel by varying the wall-fluid binding 
energy (εwf) from 0.4 to 4.0. The characteristic time 
( /mτ σ ε= ) is 2.16×10-12 s, and the simulation uses 4 fs 
(~0.002τ) time steps [25]. Periodic boundary conditions were 
imposed in the streamwise (in x and y) direction as described in 
[26]. The system measures h=10σ between the walls and 15.5σ 
in x-direction and 10.0σ in the y-direction. 

For establishing the baseline for the approach the fixed 
lattice wall model was applied first. Each wall consists of 
atoms forming two [001] planes of an FCC crystal. Two 
different wall models were utilized. First by implementing fixed 
lattice wall, the wall atoms are constrained to stay in their 
lattice position. Since the walls were modeled as perfectly 
elastic fixed lattice crystals, there is no heat transfer to/from the 
walls [24]. Under such unrealistic thermal interface model, the 
temperature of the system steadily increases if any kind of work 
is done on the system. Therefore, to hold the wall temperature 
constant, a thermostat (Nose-Hoover) is necessary. In order to 
properly implement thermal interactions between the fluid and 
wall molecules, a lattice bond springs as described in [18] and 
[21], were utilized. The simulation is continued by applying 
another wall boundary condition which allows the wall atoms 
to move. To maintain a well-defined solid structure with a 
minimum number of solid atoms, each wall atoms is attached to 
its lattice site by a harmonic spring of constant k. The spring 
constant k controls the thermal roughness of the wall and its 
responsiveness to the fluid. k is adjusted so that the mean 
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squared displacement of about the lattice sites is less than the 
Lindemann criterion for melting. For the results shown 
<δu2>/d2=0.01 was used. By implementing thermal wall model, 
momentum and energy exchanges between fluid and the wall, 
take place properly. Therefore, excessive heat in the fluid is 
transferred to the walls, and then, the heat is dissipated through 
the thermostat applied on the walls and the wall temperature is 
held constant. 

The fifth order predictor-corrector gear algorithm was used 
for time integration of MD equations. In order to find the 
position and velocity of molecules at the next time step, 
evaluation of intermolecular forces are required. Detailed 
forces of interactions exerted on each of the fluid molecule and 
wall molecules are calculated separately by using interaction 
potentials between fluid molecules and fluid molecules and wall 
molecules. The total force exerted on a fluid molecule is 
therefore a sum of these two terms, plus the external force: 
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Fe is the external driving force applied in the x direction to 
drive the fluid atoms in the simulation of Poiseuille flow. Every 
fluid molecule interacts with other fluid or wall molecules 
within the predetermined cutoff distance. The forces as 
described by relations (2) and (3) depends on interparticle 
distances. Hence, the resulting force on a molecule of the wall 
is given as: 
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Where k is the wall crystal bonding stiffness and | r0 – ri | is 
the distance between the original lattice position and current 
position of the wall molecule. k was chosen to be 500 which 
would satisfy the Lindemann criterion. 

To start the finite-difference algorithm, liquid particle 
positions must be assigned at time t=0. The cubic structure is 
applied for fluid molecules. However, the cubic structure will 
be melting when the pairwise Lennard-Jones force acts on the 
liquid particles in the determined temperature. At the beginning 
of the calculation, randomly distributed velocities are assumed 
to activate the calculation. In order to make sure that the 
steady-state can be easily reached after some reasonable time, 
the randomly distributed velocities should satisfy the case that 
the total kinetic temperature is equal to the kinetic energy. 
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The main purpose of this paper is to examine the different 
effects of various surface roughnesses on flow behavior. 
Therefore two distinctive forms of rough wall were studied. In 
the first form named as “organized roughness”, the wall was 
equipped with rows of atoms forming a nanostrip perpendicular 
to the flow. This nanostrip is constituted of Nr atoms and can 
vary in height to change the roughness amplitude. Nr indicates 
the number of total roughness atoms. Provided that, the surface 

roughness is mainly because of the different techniques 
employed in fabricating the nanochannel, the second form of 
the roughness is proposed to accommodate for a more realistic 
surface roughness. In the second form the roughness atoms 
were placed randomly on the lower wall with known roughness 
amplitude and Nr, while maintaining its FCC crystal. 
Therefore, by changing its roughness amplitude and atoms, a 
comparison can be made between the effects of first form of 
roughness (named as organized) and second form of roughness 
(named as disorganized). This would lead to a more realistic 
rough wall since the roughness atoms were randomly built on 
the wall. 

The velocity profiles were used to quantify the dynamic 
behavior and the structure of fluid molecules in a steady state, 
with the computational domain divided into bins of width Δz 
along the z axis and the averages taken over time for each bin. 

 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Simple fluid was allowed to flow in smooth and rough 
channel with organized roughness and disorganized roughness. 
Wall-fluid interaction ranges from 0.4 to 4.0 while the wall 
speed can be 1.0 and 2.0. The roughness are characterized by 
its height, number of atoms and formation (organized or 
disorganized) which are named as R-Amp, Nr and D.O. or O. 
respectively. To make a comparison between the results Nr is 
chosen to be 16, 32 and 48 and R-Amp is selected as 1 and 2. 
The roughness is constructed on the lower surface, while the 
upper wall is always smooth. 

To study the effects of disorganized roughness on the flow 
field, the number of roughness atoms, Nr, was set constant 
while the roughness amplitudes varied between 1 and 2. The 
different surfaces, used for an arbitrary Nr, according to 
various roughness amplitudes are shown in figure 2. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2:  3D snapshot of different rough surfaces studied with the same 
Nr 

It is observed in all the cases that the presence of any kind of 
surface roughness always suppresses the fluid slip for 
hydrophilic and hydrophobic surface nanochannels as shown in 
figure 3. Figure 3a shows the velocity profile for different 
surface roughness and lower wall-fluid interaction and in the 
figure 3b the velocity profile is illustrated for high wall-fluid 
interaction. 
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Apparent slip occurs at the solid interface in hydrophobic 
surface due to the weak interaction between wall and fluid , 
however as the roughness increases, the slip decreases as 
illustrated in figure3. It is also shown that the disorganized 
roughness has more frictional effect on the flow than the 
organized roughness on both hydrophobic and hydrophilic 
surfaces. By examining all the velocity profiles for different 
cases, it can be concluded that the velocity profile is highly 
depended on surface wettability and roughness. 

Figure 4 shows the number density profiles along the z 
direction with various surface roughness and wall-fluid 
interaction condition. Density oscillation is observed in fluid 
layers adjacent to the wall. It is shown that regardless of the 
surface roughness, the density structure for the higher wall-
fluid interaction bears higher oscillation in its profile. 

 

 

 
Fig. 3: Velocity profiles for different wall-fluid interaction and 

surface roughness 
 
Figure 5 illustrates the variation of density profile for 

different organized and disorganized roughnesses and different 
surface wettabilities. In all cases εwf determines the structure of 
density profiles. Thus, density structure is highly affected from 
wall-fluid interaction, and more than roughness forms. 

 

 

 
Fig. 4: Number density profiles along the z direction with various 
surface roughness and wall-fluid interaction condition. (O.R: 
Organized Roughness and DO.R: Disorganized Roughness) 
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Fig. 5 : The variation of density profile for different roughness, 
organized and disorganized (O.R: Organized Roughness and DO.R: 

Disorganized Roughness) 
 
Figure 6 shows the effects of roughness amplitude on velocity 

profile. It is observed that for the same Nr, the frictional effect 
of organized roughness with the amplitude of one is lower than 
all the other types of roughness with the same selection of wall-
fluid interaction. 

 

 

 
 
Fig. 6: The effect of Roughness Amplitude on velocity profile for 
various wall-fluid interactions. (O.R: Organized Roughness and 

DO.R: Disorganized Roughness) 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
A computer program has been developed based on the 

Molecular Dynamics (MD) method to perform a numerical 
simulation for investigating the flow behavior of simple fluids 
in nanochannel undergoing Poiseuille flow with different 
surface wettability, wall speed and roughness’ forms. The solid 
wall was decorated with different types of roughness, 
Organized and Disorganized. Moreover, the amplitude of the 
roughness was allowed to vary along their random positioning 
of wall atoms that constituted disorganized surface roughness. 
The simulation results indicate that wall-fluid interaction and 
surface roughness are both important in determining the 
nanostructure and temperature profile of simple fluid in fluid 
flow in a nanochannel. It was shown that the frictional effects 
of disorganized roughness is higher than  organized roughness. 
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